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'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.r' Anempt All questions.
{ All questions carry equal marlw.
{
r'

l ' Prove that q : k*v and find flow, average speed and density of the traffic stream if one
measures the average headway and average spacing of pusit g vehicles as 3.2 secondsI ad
and 60 m, respectively.

2' T*o platoons of cars are timed over a distance of 0.5km. Their flows are recorded. Thefirst group is timed at 40 seconds, with the flow at 1350 vehicles per hour. The secondgroup takes 45 seconds, with a flow of 1800 vehicles per hour. Determine the maximumflow of the traffic stream.

3' In a two lane, one way stream of 1000 vph with 360 vehicles in Lane A and the remainingvehicles in lane B- 8% of the vehicles inlane A have gaps less than I sec and lg% of thevehicles in lane A gaps less than 2 sec. compute the ir. during *t i.t vehicles in LaneB may not change to Lane A in I hour. Asiume driver required one second ahead andbehind in making a lane change.

4' A rural freeway has an ideal free-flow speed of 120 km/h and two 3.6 m lanes in eachdirection; with right shoulder lateral clearance of l. spacedapproximalely 5 km apart. Traffrc consists of l0 percent
recreational vehicles. 'ihe adjustment fol driver populatio ,t"ffi:If the maximum I 5-min flow rate is 1,7560 u"h/h, *t ut is the level of service?

5' what do you mean by measurement of congestion? Describe regulatory measures fortraffic management in Kathmandu"

6' Determine the reserve capacity of a roundabout if the capacity is q and approach flows aIentry from four approaches are qi, I _ I to 4
7 ' For an intersection controtted with semi actuated signal with flow ratios for NS : 0.6 andEw : 0'12' The signal is expected to oper-ate at a quality factoo oi o.q. Assuming losttime of 4 s/phase' determine the cycle length and assign green times.
8. An intersection

safuration flow
What is the exp

9 ' Give reasons why pedestrian analysis is far more complex than vehicle traffic flow.calculate time. gap for a platoo n of-27 school children j ir, 
" 

no% oonsscutive -'e 
2 secwidth of crossing section is 7.5 rn and walking speea of children 0.9 m/s start ttr t me 3sec.

10. The fuel consumption rate of a passenger car is given by F - A + BN, F : fuelconsumption' A and B are constantS, v is mean ,pr.d. Using the data below derive themodel ad interpret it.
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Sabject: - Traffic Engineetittg and Management (Elective ry GE765I3)

r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt AII questions.
r' ' AU questions carry equal marks.
/ Necessary tabks are attached herewith.
/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

H. section of highu'a1- has.the following flow density relationship: q: 50k-0.156k2
What is the capaciq" of the highway section- the speed at capacity and the density
when ths higbura$' is at oe quarter of its capacitl'?

2. The fo[iliEg d tin€s in *conds urene masured for vehicles as they traversed
-r, 3 l+ %S* d a higbrwsy- De*ermine TI\il,S, SMS and rrerify the relation.

*,.,;HF?1234, 5$:! Tirant e, i50 L44 160 125 135 115

3. An obseryer has determined that the time headways between successive vehicles on
a section of higlway axe exlrcnentially distributed and that 65To of the headways
between vehicles are 9 seconds or greater. If the observer decides to count tra,ffic in
3O-second tine intervals, estimate the probability of the obsen er counting eocactly
four i'ehicles in an interval.

4. Consider an existing four lane free-way in rural a.rea, having very restricted geom-
etry with rolling terrain. Peak hour volume is 2000 veh/h with 5% trucks. The

---, traffic is commuter type with peak hour factor O.92 and interchange density as 0.6
intercha.nges per kilometer. Freeway consists of two lanes in each direction of 3.3 m
width srith latelal clearance of 0.6 m. Find the LOS of free-way during pea,k hour.

5. What is the difference between a stop sign and give way Sgti Under what circum-
staxrces are they required? Illustrate with neat sketches. .

':.*E ^IfttEtiffied ftiur-phase signal has criticat lane group flon' rates for the first three
Phases of 200, 187, and 210 veh/h (saturation flow rates are 1800 veh/h/ln for all
phases). The lost time is knovrn to be 4 beconds for each phase. If the cycle length
is 60 seconds, what is the estimated effective green time of the fourth phase?

7. At a parking lot, vehicles a.rrive according'to a Poisson process and are processed
(parking fee.collected) at a, uniform deterministic rate at a single station. The mean
arri\El rate 

'is 
4.2 veh/min and the processing rate is 5 veh /r n- Determine the

average length of queue, the average time spent in the system, and the avera,ge
waiting time in the queue.



t
8' Calculate the length required to park N number of vehicles in the case of on-street

parking facility vdth the help of neat diagrams. Assurne the dimensions of vehicle
as 5.5m X 2.5m.Vehicles areparked at60".

9' A person standing at a stop line of signalized intersection found that the vehicles
a,rive at 3.7,0.9, g.Z, !2, I4.1, 16, 12.9, and lg.g seconds after the start of the
green. The signal turns red at 20th second. Find the lost time, saturation flssr and
lane capacity. (Assume cycle is 60 second, amber is 3 s)

10. Discuss the following

, . ra,mp metering

o types of traftc signals

. o pedestrian dynamics and

r heterogeneous traffc

***
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,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable'

,/ Attempt All questions.
,/ All questions carry equal marl6.

'/ Necessarv figures are,attached herewith.
,/ Assume suitable data if necessary-

l. Derive Greenberg's equation for speed and density data observed on a roadway as

presented in the table- Also determine jam density and speed when flow is maximum

dessitl'(rrih)

Z. A vehicle platoon was observed over a distance of 300m on a single tane urban sffeet

entering at section x and leaving at section y. refer table below. Determine the time

mean and space mean speed ofthese six vehicles, average volume and density assuming

Qe first 10 seconds at x as the period of observation.
' 

time in sec'

rrhicle tine at,x tftne at ]' ,

10
') ')
L'

3339
454?

35

3?

44

48

A vehicle pulls out onto a single-lane highrv ay thathhs a flow rate of 300 veMr @oisson

distributed). The driver of the vehicle does not look for cincoming traffrc- Road

conditions and vehicle speeds on the highway are such that it takes 1.7 seconds for an

oncoming vehicle to stop once the brakes are applied. Assuming a standard driver

reastion tirne of 2.5 seconds, determine the probability that the vehicle pulling out will

get in an accident with oncoming trafflc.

A four lane undivided multilane highway has 3.4m lanes, 1 .2m shoulders on both sides,

and 6 acc'gss points per km. it is found that roadway currently operates at capacity with

PIIF: 0.8 and a driver population adjustment factor of 0.9. if the highway is on level

terrain, with 8% tnrcks and buses! no recreational vehicles, and speed limit is 90 krnph,

determine the directional hourly volume-

6

I
5

6

3.

4.
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5. Briefly discuss the following as applied to uncontrolled intersection with suitable

example. a) circulating traffic b) conflicting traffic c) gap and criticat gap d) gap

acceptance and uses, and e) follow up time

6- A four:Phase signal system is to be designed for a major intersection in an urban area.

The flow ratios are

Phase A(v/s) n:0.25, PhaseB(v/s) r:0.25, Pfrase c(v/s) g:0.2a,phaseD (v/s) o: 0.15 If the total lost time (z) is 3.5 secs/phase, determine

a) The shortest cycle length that will avoid oversaturation.

b) The cycle length if the desired criticar vlc rutio is 0.95.

7- An intersection approach atanisolated pretimed signal with acycle length of 90 s has

a saturation flow rate of 1,700 vetr/h. The length of the geen is 25 s. The qgatity factor

is 0.93. Determine the total detary if rneasurernent time is 15 rninutes. Cornrnent on the

answer.

^8.' At a parking lot, vehicles arrive according to a poisson process and are processed at an
exponentially distributed rate with mean processing rate of 5 veh/min. The mean arrival
rate is 4-2 veUmin. What would be the average length of queue, the average time spent in
the system and the average waiting time in the queue.

9' Explain how different factors contribute to the following.

a) Intensity and severity of congestion b) crash reduction due to facility improvement

c) pedestrian flow, speed and LoS d) directional peak hour capacity of freeway

10. What is the difference between capac,ity and level of service of highway facilities?
Explain the importance of classiffing urban streets.
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